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Regulatory nascent chains interact with the ribo-
somal exit tunnel andmodulate their own translation.
To characterize nascent chain recognition by the
ribosome at the atomic level, extensive molecular
dynamics simulations of TnaC, the leader peptide
of the tryptophanase operon, inside the exit tunnel
were performed for an aggregate time of 2.1 ms.
The simulations, complemented by quantum chem-
istry calculations, suggest that the critical TnaC
residue W12 is recognized by the ribosome via a
cation-p interaction, whereas TnaC’s D16 forms
salt bridges with ribosomal proteins. The simulations
also show that TnaC-mediated translational arrest
does not involve a swinging of ribosomal protein
L22, as previously proposed. Furthermore, bioinfor-
matic analyses and simulations suggest nascent
chain elements that may prevent translational arrest
in various organisms. Altogether, the current study
unveils atomic-detail interactions that explain the
role of elements of TnaC and the ribosome essential
for translational arrest.
INTRODUCTION
Gene expression is regulated at multiple levels, such as tran-
scription, posttranscriptional modification, mRNA processing,
mRNA stability, translation, posttranslational modification, and
protein degradation. These regulatory levels do not necessarily
operate in isolation. For instance, there exist several examples
in which translation of certain messages can control transcrip-
tion of downstream genes via regulation of translation by specific
nascent peptides (Tenson and Ehrenberg, 2002). The exit tunnel
of the ribosome, once viewed as a passive path, is now known to
respond in different ways to signals present in nascent chains.
Possible responses include modulation of the rate of translation
(Lu and Deutsch, 2008), recruitment of ribosome-binding part-
ners such as the signal recognition particle (Bornemann et al.,
2008), and inhibition of peptide bond formation (Nakatogawa
and Ito, 2002) or translation termination (Gong and Yanofsky,
2002).Structure 18,Most known examples of ribosome regulation by nascent
chains involve translational stalling. A classical example in
bacteria is the SecM protein, translated from an open reading
frame (ORF) upstream to the ORF coding for SecA, involved in
protein export (Nakatogawa and Ito, 2002). When expression
levels of SecA are low, SecM-mediated translational stalling
leads to rearrangement of the mRNA, exposing the Shine-Dal-
garno sequence of the downstream SecA ORF, thus leading to
SecA translation. When SecA levels are high, however, SecA
mechanically pulls SecM out of the ribosome, inhibiting its own
expression via a negative feedback mechanism (Nakatogawa
and Ito, 2002). In contrast to SecM, which can induce stalling
without any additional factors, several regulatory nascent chains
stall their own translation only in the presence of a small effector.
For instance, non-lethal concentrations of certain antibiotics
lead to translational stalling of regulatory leader peptides,
inducing translation of downstream genes conferring antibiotic
resistance (reviewed in Ramu et al., 2009). Interestingly, in vivo
analysis of ribosome occupancy on yeast mRNAs showed
a surprisingly large number of translated regions upstream of
knownORFs (Ingolia et al., 2009), which suggests that regulatory
nascent chains may be much more prevalent than previously
thought.
The regulatory nascent chain with the most biochemical and
structural data available is TnaC, the leader peptide of the
tryptophanase (tna) operon responsible for tryptophan degrada-
tion in E. coli. The tna operon contains two structural genes, tnaA
(tryptophanase) and tnaB (a tryptophan permease), downstream
of the tnaC ORF. Transcription initiation of the tna operon is
regulated by catabolite repression, that is, at high concentrations
of cyclic AMP (which correlates with low concentrations of
glucose) the catabolite activating protein binds at the promoter
region and induces transcription (Deeley and Yanofsky, 1982).
A transcription pause site exists at the end of the tnaC gene,
allowing time for the ribosome to bind to the transcript and
initiate translation. The ribosome then decreases the life time
of this transcription pause complex, synchronizing transcription
and translation (Gong and Yanofsky, 2003). At low concentra-
tions of tryptophan, the ribosome completes translation of the
TnaC peptide. Rho factor then binds at a site immediately down-
stream of the TnaC ORF, moves along the mRNA toward the 30
end, and interacts with the RNA polymerase complex paused
at one of the pause sites located prior to the structural genes,
inducing transcription termination. At high concentrations of
tryptophan, however, termination of TnaC synthesis by the627–637, May 12, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 627
Table 1. Summary of Experimental Data on TnaC and Ribosome Residues Regarding tna Induction
Molecule Residue Experimental Data References
TnaC M1-W12 The following alterations have little or no effect on induction:
N2F, I3S, T9I, DN2I3L4, DC7, DN2I3L4H5I6, Ins after T9
(A10), Ins after T9 (G10G11), Ins after L4 (H5H6H7H8H9), Ins
after I6 (N7I8L9H10I11), Ins after T9 (H10I11C12V13T14).
(Gong and Yanofsky, 2002)
K11 UV crosslinks with A750 (23S). (Cruz-Vera et al., 2005)
W12 W12R, W12L, and W12R-F13W eliminate induction.
Substitution of 33 unique codons (encoding 16 different
amino acids) eliminate induction (M. Eshoo and C. Yanofsky,
personal communication). In P. vulgaris, W20L, W20R,
or DW20 (W12 in E. coli) eliminate induction.
(Gollnick and Yanofsky, 1990; Gish and Yanofsky, 1995;
Konan and Yanofsky, 1997; Gong and Yanofsky, 2002;
Kamath and Yanofsky, 1997; Cruz-Vera et al., 2009)
W12-P24 The following alterations reduce or eliminate induction:
substitution of W12 with a stop codon (UAG or UGA), DK18,
DV20D21, Ins after D21 (A22), DH22, DP24, DR23P24.
Synonymous mutations at positions 13–17 and 19 do not
appreciably affect induction levels, but changes at positions
16 and 19 increase basal activity 2- to 3-fold.
(Gollnick and Yanofsky, 1990; Gong and Yanofsky, 2002;
Gish and Yanofsky, 1995)
F13 F13W results in semiconstitutive expression of the tna
operon. F13C, F13L, and W12R-F13W eliminate induction.
F13I greatly reduces induction.
(Gollnick and Yanofsky, 1990; Cruz-Vera et al., 2005;
Gish and Yanofsky, 1995)
N14 N14I, N14S, and N14K eliminate induction. (Gish and Yanofsky, 1995)
I15 I15A has no effect on induction. I15F and I15N eliminate
induction.
(Cruz-Vera and Yanofsky, 2008; Gish and Yanofsky, 1995)
D16 D16A, D16N, D16E, D16W, D16S, D16L, D16C, D16V, and
D16K eliminate induction. In P. vulgaris, D24A (D16 in E. coli)
eliminate induction.
(Cruz-Vera and Yanofsky, 2008; Gish and Yanofsky, 1995;
Cruz-Vera et al., 2009)
K18 K18R and K18A have little or no effect on induction.
K18Q reduces induction.
(Cruz-Vera et al., 2005; Cruz-Vera and Yanofsky, 2008;
Gish and Yanofsky, 1995)
I19 I19T and I19N eliminate induction. In P. vulgaris,
L27A (I19 in E. coli) slightly reduces induction.
(Gish and Yanofsky, 1995; Cruz-Vera et al., 2009)
P24 P24A and P24S eliminate induction. In P. vulgaris,
P32A (P24 in E. coli) eliminates induction.
(Gong and Yanofsky, 2002; Cruz-Vera and Yanofsky, 2008;
Cruz-Vera et al., 2009)
>P24 The following insertions after P24 (replacing P24-UGA stop
codon) reduce or eliminate induction: F25-UGA,
M25H26T27Q28K29P30T31L32E33L34L35T36-UGA,
R25P26-UGA, V25D26H27R28P29-UGA. P. vulgaris
contains K33K34 after P32 (P24 in E. coli); the following
changes do not reduce induction: K33R, K33I, K33R-K34R,
K33I-K34I, DK33-34, and TAA35TGA.
(Gong and Yanofsky, 2002; Cruz-Vera et al., 2009)
23S A750 UV crosslinks with K11 (TnaC). (Cruz-Vera et al., 2005)
A751 Insertion of an A at position 751 eliminates induction and the
ability of Trp to compete with puromycin or sparsomycin.
See also A2572.
(Cruz-Vera et al., 2005, 2007)
A752 A752C and A752T reduce induction. A752C eliminates
ability of Trp to compete with puromycin or sparsomycin.
See also A2572.
(Cruz-Vera et al., 2007)
U754 U754A reduces induction. (Cruz-Vera et al., 2005)
A788 Presence of W12 (TnaC), compared toW12R, protects A788
from methylation, implying A788 displacement.
(Cruz-Vera et al., 2005)
A792 A792 is slightly protected from methylation by TnaC. (Cruz-Vera et al., 2005)
A2058-A2059 The antibiotics chloramphenicol and sparsomycin enhance
methylation of A2058-A2059 when ribosomes are treated
with the methylating agent DMS. Trp does not affect A2059
methylation induced by chloramphenicol, indicating that it
does not affect chloramphenicol interaction with the
ribosome. A2059 methylation induced by sparsomycin is
reduced by Trp, indicating that Trp affects the ability of
sparsomycin to interact with the PTC.
(Cruz-Vera et al., 2006, 2007)
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Table 1. Continued
Molecule Residue Experimental Data References
A2058 A2058G slightly increases induction. (Cruz-Vera et al., 2005)
A2062, A2503 A2062C or A2503G does not prevent stalling. (N. Vazquez-Laslop and A. Mankin, personal
communication)
A2572 Free Trp blocksmethylation of A2572 of wild-type 70S$TnaC
complexes but not of 70S$TnaC(W12R) complexes or
A752C (23S), +A751 (23S), or U2609C (23S), indicating that
Trp is unable to bind effectively to these mutant ribosomes.
(Cruz-Vera et al., 2006; 2007)
2583–2587 The PTC mutations G2583A and U2584C reduce the ability
of ribosome-bound Trp to inhibit peptidyl transferase
activity, but do not affect Trp binding or sparsomycin action.
Other changes in the U2585 region (U2586G, U2586C,
A2587G, and A2587C) do not affect induction.
(Yang et al., 2009)
U2585, A2602 Cryo-EM data show that PTC residues U2585 and A2602
adopt conformations incompatible with cohabitation by
release factors.
(Seidelt et al., 2009)
U2609 U2609A and U2609C reduce and eliminate induction,
respectively. U2609C eliminates the ability of Trp to
compete with puromycin or sparsomycin. See also A2572.
(Cruz-Vera et al., 2005, 2007)
L22 K90 K90W, K90H, K90A, K90A-G91K, and K90W-G91K
eliminate induction. K90W eliminates the ability of Trp to
compete with puromycin or sparsomycin.
(Cruz-Vera et al., 2005, 2007)
G91 G91D, G91W, and G91K reduce induction, but G91A does
not significantly affect induction.
(Cruz-Vera et al., 2005)
A93 A93S does not significantly affect induction. (Cruz-Vera et al., 2005)
V107 V107M slightly increases induction. (Cruz-Vera et al., 2005)
L4 K57-K58 K57E-K58Q, K57Q-K58Q, K57E-K58E, and K57Q-K58E
slightly reduce induction.
(Cruz-Vera et al., 2005)
All data correspond to E. coli unless otherwise noted. D, deletion; Ins, insertion.
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Regulatory Nascent Chain Recognitionribosome is inhibited, and the ribosome stalls at the TnaC stop
codon, precluding binding of Rho factor, hence preventing
transcription termination. Thus, high concentrations of trypto-
phan lead to expression of the structural genes via transcription
antitermination (Stewart and Yanofsky, 1985).
Specific elements of both ribosome and TnaC are required for
the formation of a tryptophan binding site at the ribosome, likely
at the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) near the A site (Gong and
Yanofsky, 2002). Table 1 summarizes the available experimental
data on TnaC and ribosome residues regarding tna induction to
the best of our knowledge. The structure of the E. coli 70S$TnaC
complex was recently determined by cryoelectron microscopy
(cryo-EM) single-particle reconstruction at 5.8 A˚ (Seidelt et al.,
2009), which showed that TnaC adopts a distinct conformation
in the exit tunnel, with several contact points between TnaC
and the ribosome. An atomic model was obtained from the
cryo-EM data by applying the molecular dynamics flexible fitting
(MDFF) method (Figure 1) (Trabuco et al., 2008), which revealed
that universally conserved 23S rRNA nucleotides A2602 and
U2585, located at the PTC, adopt conformations incompatible
with cohabitation by release factors, explaining how the PTC is
inactivated in the stalled complex (Seidelt et al., 2009). Even
though the register of the TnaC peptide could be identified
from the cryo-EMdata, side chain positions in the TnaC structure
became only approximately known.
In order to characterize the precise atomic interactions
through which the ribosome recognizes TnaC, we performedStructure 18,extensive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of TnaC in the
exit tunnel. The simulations, supported by quantum chemistry
calculations, indicate that the critical TnaC residueW12 is recog-
nized by the ribosome via a cation-p interaction with R92 of
ribosomal protein L22. Another critical TnaC residue, D16, is
seen in the simulations to be involved in salt bridges with ribo-
somal proteins, in particular with K90 of L22, another essential
element for tna induction. The simulations also confirm that
TnaC-mediated stalling does not involve swinging of the tip of
L22, as previously proposed (Berisio et al., 2003). Furthermore,
bioinformatic analysis of naturally occurring proteins that contain
the TnaC consensus suggests that mutations at positions 19 and
20 of TnaC may alleviate translational stalling, for which addi-
tional simulations provide further evidence. Our results thus
shed light onto the precise atomic-level interactions involved in
the recognition of TnaC by the ribosome.
RESULTS
Evolutionary Analysis of TnaC and the Exit Tunnel
Recently, tnaC genes in various bacterial species were identified
computationally (Cruz-Vera and Yanofsky, 2008). Starting with
the 31 sequences reported by the authors, we selected a nonre-
dundant set using the sequence QR algorithm (Sethi et al., 2005).
The obtained nonredundant set contains 13 sequences and is
presented in Figure 2A. According to the evolutionary profile,
the critical residues W12, D16, and P24 are indeed the most627–637, May 12, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 629
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Figure 1. Structure of TnaC in the Exit Tunnel
Shown are selected residues of the 23S rRNA, the portions of ribosomal
proteins L4 and L22 forming the exit tunnel’s constriction site, and ten models
of the nascent chain found to be consistent with cryo-EM data (Seidelt et al.,
2009). 23S rRNA residues displayed in black represent bacterial sequence
signatures (Roberts et al., 2008). Movie S1 shows a 360 view of this figure.
See also Figure S1.
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Regulatory Nascent Chain Recognitionconserved ones. Furthermore, certain mutations at relatively
conserved positions 13–15 and 19 reduce or eliminate induction
(Table 1). Given the sequence conservation in the alignment
and the available biochemical data, it is unlikely that other
very specific requirements for TnaC-mediated stalling exist.
Interestingly, all organisms other than E. coli presented in
Figure 2A contain one or more residues after P24, which poses
the question of whether stalling would occur at the stop codon
or at the conserved proline codon in these organisms. It was
recently shown that, in Proteus vulgaris, TnaC stalling occurs
at the conserved proline codon, implying in this case inhibition
of protein elongation instead of termination (Cruz-Vera et al.,
2009).
Sequence alignments were also obtained for ribosomal
proteins L4 and L22 (Figures 2B and 2C, respectively), which
form the constriction site in the exit tunnel. The regions of L4
and L22 forming the constriction site are visibly very conserved.
Residue K90 in the b hairpin at the tip of L22 is critical for TnaC
stalling in E. coli as judged by mutational studies (K90W,
K90H, and K90A; see Table 1). Interestingly, K90 is not strictly
conserved in bacteria, and Figure 2C shows that other residues
occur at this position, which may point to either absence of TnaC
stalling in some bacteria or a different recognition mode. It would630 Structure 18, 627–637, May 12, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rightbe worthwhile to investigate the effect of further naturally occur-
ring substitutions of K90 on tna induction.
Nonredundant sequence alignments of 16S and 23S rRNAs
were recently obtained for both bacteria and archaea, and
sequence and structure signatures distinguishing these two
domains of life were identified (Roberts et al., 2008). None of
the structure signatures lie in the vicinity of TnaC, but four
sequence signatures (23S rRNA residues) do (Figure 1). Using
the sequence alignments obtained by Roberts et al. (2008), we
calculated the base composition of 23S rRNA in proteobacteria
(the phylum to which E. coli belongs), the remaining bacterial
phyla, and archaea (see Table S1 available online). Only two
nucleotides in the vicinity of TnaC show significantly different
base compositions in proteobacteria versus the other bacterial
phyla, namely, U754 and A792.
Consensus Stalling Sequence in Bacterial Genomes
Considering only TnaC elements critical for stalling and highly
conserved (W12, D16, P24, and the spacing between W12 and
P24), current experimental data suggest that the consensus
sequence WxxxDxxxxxxxP is necessary for TnaC-mediated
stalling (see Table 1). Furthermore, substitution of TnaC’s stop
codon with a tryptophan codon leads to constitutive, trypto-
phan-independent translational arrest (Gong and Yanofsky,
2002). We thus searched all bacterial protein sequences corre-
sponding to available genomes for the consensus sequence
WxxxDxxxxxxxPW. After removing redundancy of the under-
lying sequences, we found a slight evolutionary selection against
the consensus in proteobacteria, but not in other bacterial phyla.
Specifically, 114 sequences from proteobacteria matched the
WxxxDxxxxxxxPW consensus, compared to an expected
number of 134 ± 12 by chance (standard deviation given). In
contrast, 125 bacterial sequences from phyla other than proteo-
bacteria matched the same consensus, compared to an ex-
pected number of 79 ± 9.
If the searched consensus sequences were sufficient to
induce arrest, they should not be found in any protein. However,
several proteins do match the consensus, as described above.
Three possible, nonmutually exclusive explanations are: (1) there
are other TnaC elements required for arrest, (2) proteins that
match the consensus have features that prevent arrest, and/or
(3) there are differences in ribosomes that make them less
susceptible to arrest by the consensus sequence. Intriguingly,
there exist proteins from E. coli and close relatives that match
the consensus WxxxDxxxxxxxPW. Thus, the fact that these
proteins presumably do not induce constitutive stalling cannot
be explained by differences in the corresponding ribosomes.
For each protein sequence that matches the consensus
WxxxDxxxxxxxPW, the relative frequency of each amino acid
was calculated for each position and compared to frequencies
obtained from the entire data set. A bias toward presence of
an arginine residue at positions 19 and 20 was identified in the
sequences matching the consensus, with frequencies equal to
16.3 ± 4.7% and 13.8 ± 4.4%, respectively, compared to 6.0 ±
0.002% for the entire data set (95% confidence intervals given).
Similar results were obtained repeating the analysis for proteo-
bacteria and non-proteobacteria separately (data not shown).
Note that positions 19 and 20 are relatively conserved according
to the TnaC evolutionary profile (Figure 2A). It is possible thats reserved
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Figure 2. Nonredundant Sequence Alignments
Shown are TnaC (A) and the regions of ribosomal proteins L4 (B) and L22 (C) comprising the exit tunnel’s constriction site. The sequence alignments and
corresponding structures are colored by sequence similarity using the BLOSUM 30matrix and a red-white-blue color scale, with most conserved residues shown
in blue. For TnaC (A), complete sequences are shown, that is, there exists a stop codon at the end of each presented sequence. See also Table S1.
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Regulatory Nascent Chain Recognitionpresence of these arginine residues helps prevent translational
arrest of the identified proteins. In fact, MD simulations show
that the TnaC mutations I19R and V20R can displace a 23S
rRNA residue critical for stalling (see below). Alterations of
TnaC residues 19 and 20 should be investigated experimentally,
particularly the mutations I19R and V20R, which may reduce tna
induction. Indeed, mutations I19T and I19N have already been
shown to eliminate induction (Gish and Yanofsky, 1995).
Recognition of TnaC by the Exit Tunnel
A 5.8 A˚ cryo-EM map of the E. coli 70S$TnaC complex was
recently obtained (Seidelt et al., 2009), from which an atomic
model of the ribosome and ten different TnaC models were
generated using the MDFF method (Trabuco et al., 2008; Seidelt
et al., 2009) (see Figure 1). MDFF allows for automated genera-
tion of atomic models using cryo-EM data that are ultimately
checked for consistency by direct comparison with the density
maps (Villa et al., 2009; Hsin et al., 2009; Gumbart et al., 2009;Structure 18,Seidelt et al., 2009; Becker et al., 2009). In order to characterize
the specific interactions between TnaC and the ribosome, exten-
sive all-atom MD simulations were performed on ten different
systems containing TnaC and the exit tunnel. The simulation
setup is illustrated in Figure S1. Each of the ten systems
comprises about 125,000 atoms and the total aggregate simula-
tion time was 1.8 ms. The goal was to sample as much as
possible the conformational space of TnaC side chains inside
the tunnel, allowing for favorable TnaC-ribosome interactions
to be identified.
The TnaC models derived from the cryo-EM reconstruction
(Seidelt et al., 2009), as well as the simulations presented here,
show that the universally conserved TnaC residue W12, critical
for tna induction, is located in the exit tunnel at the constriction
site formed by ribosomal proteins L4 and L22 (see Figure 1). In
several simulations, W12 exhibited potential interactions with
positively charged residues (arginine or lysine) from L4 and
L22. Aromatic residues such as tryptophan can form cation-p627–637, May 12, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 631
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Figure 3. Recognition of Key TnaC Residues by the Exit Tunnel
(A) Interaction energies between W12 (TnaC) and R92 (L22) calculated using the MD force field from the ten independent simulations starting from the different
TnaC models shown in Figure 1 (labeled model 0–9). Several trajectory frames were selected as indicative for cation-p interactions (circles; see Figure S2A),
for which the interaction energies were also determined using QM calculations (diamonds; full results given in Table S2). The same procedure was followed
for all positively charged residues in the vicinity of W12 (Figure S2B).
(B) Snapshot from one of the simulation trajectories showing a cation-p interaction between W12 (TnaC) and R92 (L22) as well as a salt bridge between D16
(TnaC) and K90 (L22) (see Figure 4). See also Figure S2 and Table S2.
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Regulatory Nascent Chain Recognitioninteractions with positively charged residues, a strong and
specific interaction important in different cases of molecular
recognition (Gallivan and Dougherty, 1999). Unfortunately, MD
force fields do not accurately describe cation-p interactions
(Caldwell and Kollman, 1995; Donini and Weaver, 1998; Minoux
and Chipot, 1999), in particular due to the lack of polarizability
(Cubero et al., 1998). However, it was shown that the electro-
static component of the MD interaction energy between
aromatic and positively charged residues correlates well with
binding energies computed via quantum-mechanical (QM)
calculations (Gallivan and Dougherty, 1999). Thus, we calculated
the MD electrostatic interaction energy between the side chains
of W12 and of each nearby positively charged residue for each
frame of the ten independent simulations, which allowed us to
select conformations corresponding to potential cation-p inter-
actions involving W12. The potential cation-p interaction partner
with the highest frequency from the MD trajectories was R92
from L22 (Figure S2A).
To confirm that the identified conformations indeed corre-
spond to cation-p interactions, we computed the interaction
energy between the relevant side chains using QM calculations
(Figure 3A; Figure S2B). Ammonium and guanidinium ions were
used to represent lysine and arginine, respectively, whereas
tryptophan was represented as indole (Gallivan and Dougherty,
1999). Using minimum energy structures for these fragments
and their relative orientation from the MD trajectory frames, their
binding energy was calculated using second-order Møller-Ples-
set perturbation theory (see Experimental Procedures). The QM
calculations confirm that several of the selected conformations
indeed correspond to cation-p interactions between W12
(TnaC) and mostly R92 (L22), with interaction energies of up to
around 13.5 kcal/mol (Figure 3A; Table S2 and Figure S2B). If
the classical force field used in the MD simulations more accu-
rately described cation-p interactions, the frequency of such
interactions would be presumably higher than observed in our
simulations. The involvement of a cation-p interaction between632 Structure 18, 627–637, May 12, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rightW12 and the exit tunnel during TnaC stalling may be confirmed
experimentally by incorporation of a series of fluorinated trypto-
phan derivatives, as recently done in the binding site of G
protein-coupled receptors (Torrice et al., 2009).
The universally conserved TnaC residue D16, required for tna
induction, is involved in salt bridges with ribosomal proteins in
about half of the simulations (Figure 4). Observed interaction
partners of D16 comprise K90 (L22), R92 (L22), R61 (L4), and
K18 (TnaC). The other negatively charged TnaC residue D21 is
not involved in salt bridges with ribosomal proteins but, like
D16, in salt bridges with positively charged residues from TnaC
itself (Figure S3). Given our finding that W12 (TnaC) is likely
recognized by R92 (L22) via a cation-p interaction, and also
that K90 (L22) is critical for induction as shown by several muta-
tions (Cruz-Vera et al., 2005), it is conceivable that among the
observed salt bridges the most relevant for induction is the one
between D16 (TnaC) and K90 (L22). The importance of this salt
bridge may be tested experimentally by constructing the double
mutant D16K (TnaC) and K90D (L22), which we predict will have
little effect on tna induction, even though the D16K (TnaC) muta-
tion eliminates induction (see Table 1). Figure 3B shows a snap-
shot from a trajectory where a cation-p interaction betweenW12
(TnaC) and R92 (L22) as well as a salt bridge between D16 (TnaC)
and K90 (L22) is observed.
Since our bioinformatic analysis suggests an important role
of TnaC residues I19 and V20 (see above), we characterized
the contacts between these residues and the ribosome. The
frequencies at which I19 and V20 contact ribosomal residues
were calculated from the last 40 ns of each of the ten simulations
(Figure 5). The 23S rRNA residues contacting I19 most often
were 2058–2059, 2061–2062, 2503, and 2609–2611, with I19
usually inserting between two RNA bases. Since mutations of
U2609 reduced or eliminated tna induction (see Table 1), the fre-
quencies of contacts between U2609 and TnaC residues were
also characterized. V20 accounted for the majority of U2609
contacts (data not shown); likewise, the most frequent contacts reserved
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Figure 4. Salt Bridges Formed between D16 (TnaC) and the Exit Tunnel in all Simulations
The plots show the distance between the center ofmass of the oxygen atoms in the acidic side chain and the center ofmass of the nitrogen atoms in the basic side
chain. For each interaction pair, only simulations in which a stable salt bridge was observed are shown. The ten independent simulations starting from different
TnaC models shown in Figure 1 are labeled model 0–9. See also Figure S3.
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Regulatory Nascent Chain Recognitionpartner of V20 was U2609 (Figure 5). Interestingly, our bioinfor-
matic analysis suggests that the mutations I19R or V20R may
prevent translational stalling. Thus, it is conceivable that muta-
tions of I19 or V20 could affect the critical residue U2609 and
reduce stalling. Each of the ten simulations were extended for
15 ns introducing either the TnaC mutation I19R or V20R, for
a total additional 300 ns of simulation time. The mutant simula-
tions show that either change is able to displace U2609 by up
to 2–3 A˚ in the relatively short simulation time of 15 ns (Table
S3). Note that the boundaries of the exit tunnel (10 A˚ away
from TnaC) were restrained in space (see Experimental Proce-
dures), which limited the magnitude of possible displacements
of U2609.
Recently, three-dimensional free-energy profiles for different
amino-acid side chains inside the exit tunnel have been calcu-
lated using MD-based umbrella sampling simulations (Petrone
et al., 2008). Even though the free-energy profiles were obtained
by Petrone et al. (2008) using a Haloarcula marismortui 50S
model, the structure of the region of the exit tunnel discussed
in the current work is very similar to the E. coli one (Figure S4).
Petrone et al. (2008) have described a significant energy barrier
for tryptophan binding at the constriction site [DG > 6kBT; see
Figure 2F in Petrone et al. (2008)], which is inconsistent with
the W12 position derived from cryo-EM data (Seidelt et al.,
2009). The discrepancy is likely due to the improper treatment
of cation-p interactions by the MD force field used to calculate74
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Structure 18,the free-energy profile. In contrast, the salt bridges between
D16 and either side of the exit tunnel (L4 or L22) observed in
our simulations are consistent with local free energy minima
[DG < 5kBT; see Figure 2C in Petrone et al. (2008)] in the free-
energy profile for aspartate positioning inside the tunnel. Inter-
estingly, the position of TnaC residue I19 is also consistent
with a local free energy minimum [DG < 3kBT; see Figure 2E
in (Petrone et al. (2008)] for isoleucine positioning inside the
tunnel. We proposed above that the mutations I19R or V20R
may reduce tna induction. Although a free-energy map for argi-
nine is not available, presence of a positive charge (lysine) at
positions occupied by I19 and V20 in our simulations is unfavor-
able [see Figure 2B in Petrone et al. (2008)]. Note that the effect
may be less pronounced for arginine due to potential favorable
stacking interactions with 23S rRNA bases.
TnaC Stalling Does Not Involve a Swung
Conformation of L22
It has been proposed that the conserved b hairpin at the tip of
L22 (Figure 2C), located at the constriction site of the exit tunnel
(Figure 1), may act as a tunnel gate controlling nascent chain
elongation (Berisio et al., 2003). The suggestion was based on
the crystal structure of the Deinococcus radiodurans 50S
(D50S) subunit in complex with the antibiotic troleandomycin
(TAO), in which the L22 b hairpin assumes a swung conformation
and interacts with L4, blocking the tunnel (Berisio et al., 2003).25
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Figure 5. Frequency of Contacts between
TnaC Residues I19 and V20 and Ribosomal
Residue
Contacts were defined based on a cutoff distance
of 3.5 A˚ between heavy atoms of side chains, and
the last 40 ns of each of the ten independent
simulations were considered in the analysis. See
also Table S3 and Figure S4.
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Figure 6. Path of the TnaC Peptide inside the Exit
Tunnel
(A) Atomic model of ribosomal proteins L4 and L22 ob-
tained from the 70S$TnaC cryo-EM map (Seidelt et al.,
2009), along with the density corresponding to TnaC. For
comparison, the swung conformation of the tip of L22 is
shown in red (PDB 1OND) (Berisio et al., 2003).
(B) Conformations explored by TnaC during the MD simu-
lations according to clustering analysis of the Ca atoms
(see Experimental Procedures). Two possible paths for a
polyalanine nascent chain had been previously proposed,
namely case-over and case-under R92 from L22 (Ishida
and Hayward, 2008).
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Regulatory Nascent Chain RecognitionThe authors hypothesized that SecM- and TnaC-mediated
translational arrest could involve a swung conformation of the
L22 b hairpin (Berisio et al., 2003). However, the cryo-EM recon-
struction of the E. coli 70S$TnaC complex (Seidelt et al., 2009)
and the simulations presented here do not support this hypoth-
esis for TnaC-mediated stalling. Figure 6A shows the structure
obtained from the cryo-EM data (Seidelt et al., 2009), as well
as a model of the swung conformation of L22 for comparison,
obtained by aligning L22 from D50S$TAO (PDB 1OND) (Berisio
et al., 2003) to L22 from 70S$TnaC. From Figure 6A it is clear
that a swung L22 would severely clash with the TnaC density.
Moreover, L22 remains in the native conformation during all
simulations (data not shown). In the case of SecM-mediated
translational arrest, involvement of a swung conformation of
L22 is also unlikely, since it was recently shown that mutants
in which the tip of L22 was deleted still show significant SecM
stalling (Lawrence et al., 2008).
The L22 swinging mechanism of translational arrest had been
advocated based on previous computational studies. Rigidity
analysis showed that the L22 b hairpin is flexible outside the ribo-
somebut becomes rigidwithin the ribosome,whereas those resi-
dues that form a hinge, around which the b hairpin would swing,
retain their flexible form (Fulle and Gohlke, 2009). However, MD
simulations of a complete ribosome showed that the tip of L22
does not exhibit significant flexibility (Figure S5). Another compu-
tational study predicted paths of the nascent chain inside the
ribosome, which were classified in two categories: ‘‘case-over’’
and ‘‘case-under’’ R92 from L22 (Ishida and Hayward, 2008).634 Structure 18, 627–637, May 12, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedVia pulling simulations, the authors hypothe-
sized that the case-under category corresponds
to protein elongation, whereas the case-over
corresponds to translational arrest, based in
part on the proposed L22 swinging mechanism
of arrest (Berisio et al., 2003). However, the
path of TnaC inside the exit tunnel clearly corre-
sponds to the case-under category (Figure 6B).
Altogether, our data show that TnaC-mediated
translational stalling does not involve swinging
of the tip of L22.
DISCUSSION
It has been increasingly realized that modulation
of ribosome function by specific nascent chainsis a prevalent regulatory mechanism. Most known examples
involve a regulatory nascent chain encoded by an upstream
ORF, whose translation controls expression of downstream
genes. For instance, nascent chain-mediated translational stall-
ing controls expression of several genes conferring antibiotic
resistance in bacteria (Ramu et al., 2009). The recent discovery
that a large proportion ofmRNAs in yeast contain small upstream
ORFs that are translated in vivo point to a central role of regula-
tory nascent chains in the control of gene expression also in
eukaryotes (Ingolia et al., 2009).
In the present work, we used a range of computational tech-
niques to address how TnaC, the leader peptide of the trypto-
phanase (tna) operon, is recognized by the ribosome. Using
recent atomic models of the E. coli 70S$TnaC complex obtained
from a 5.8 A˚ cryo-EM map (Seidelt et al., 2009), we performed
extensiveMD simulations of TnaC inside the exit tunnel for a total
aggregate time of 2.1 ms (1.8 ms and 0.3 ms of wild-type and
mutant simulations, respectively). The MD simulations, comple-
mented by QM calculations, indicate that the critical TnaC
residue W12 is recognized by R92 of ribosomal protein L22 via
a cation-p interaction (Figure 3; Table S2). The simulations
further show that TnaC residue D16, also critical for stalling,
forms salt bridges with ribosomal proteins (Figure 4), in particular
with K90 from L22, which is also essential for stalling (see
Table 1). All findings presented here are experimentally testable.
Incorporation of a series of fluorinated tryptophan derivatives
may be used to confirm that W12 is recognized by the ribosome
via a cation-p interaction, as recently done in the binding site of
Structure
Regulatory Nascent Chain RecognitionG protein-coupled receptors (Torrice et al., 2009). In order to test
the relevance of the salt bridge between D16 (TnaC) and K90
(L22), the double mutant D16K (TnaC) and K90D (L22) may be
constructed and its ability to induce tna expression analyzed.
Bioinformatic analysis suggests that the presence of an argi-
nine at TnaC positions 19 or 20 reduces translational arrest.
MD simulations of TnaC inside the exit tunnel show that TnaC
residues I19 and V20 contact 23S rRNA residues critical for stall-
ing, in particular U2609. Simulations of TnaC mutants I19R and
V20R reveal that these changes are able to displace U2609, sup-
porting the hypothesis that these mutations reduce stalling. The
effect of these mutations on tna induction remains to be tested
experimentally. Finally, the current study provides evidence
that TnaC-mediated stalling does not involve swinging of the
tip of L22, as previously hypothesized (Berisio et al., 2003).
SecM-mediated arrest likely also does not involve L22 swinging,
since deletions of the tip of L22 still allow for significant stalling
(Lawrence et al., 2008).
Three main open questions regarding TnaC-mediated transla-
tional stalling remain. The first question is how does the recogni-
tion of TnaC by the exit tunnel (described in this paper) lead to the
creation of a tryptophan binding site in the ribosome. Possible
communication pathways between critical elements of TnaC
and the PTC have been proposed based on cryo-EM data (Seid-
elt et al., 2009), but further investigations will be necessary to
unveil the signaling mechanism. The second open question is
the precise location of the tryptophan binding site at the PTC.
A previous study showed that substituting the TnaC’s stop
codon with a tryptophan codon leads to constitutive stalling,
indicating that a tRNA bearing a tryptophan residue has the
same effect as free tryptophan and induces stalling (Gong and
Yanofsky, 2002). Thus, the binding site for free tryptophan is
likely formed near the A site, but a high-resolution structure will
be required to determine the exact location. Finally, it was
recently found that TnaC-mediated stalling in P. vulgaris involves
inhibition of elongation instead of termination (Cruz-Vera et al.,
2009), but the structural basis for elongation inhibition is not
known.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Bioinformatic Analyses
All bioinformatic analyses were performed with the VMD (Humphrey et al.,
1996) plugin MultiSeq 3.0 (Roberts et al., 2006). Representative sequences
of TnaC, L4, and L22 were selected using the sequence QR algorithm (Sethi
et al., 2005), which sorts a sequence alignment by increasing linear depen-
dency. For TnaC, 31 bacterial sequences previously identified computationally
(Cruz-Vera and Yanofsky, 2008) were used and 13 sequences were selected
using a 50% sequence identity cutoff. For each protein L4 and L22, over
600 bacterial sequences were retrieved from the NCBI nonredundant data-
base using a BLAST search (Altschul et al., 1990), and the sequences were
aligned with ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994). Representative sets containing
19 and 14 L4 and L22 sequences were obtained using 43% and 53%
sequence identity cutoffs, respectively.
Protein sequences corresponding to bacterial genomes were downloaded
from NCBI. To reduce redundancy, only one genome from each species
was considered. In total, 513 genomes were analyzed, corresponding to
1,696,002 protein sequences and 545,566,949 amino acids. The relative
frequency of each amino acid residue was calculated in different data sets,
and a binomial distribution was assumed in each case to calculate 95% confi-
dence intervals. In order to calculate the expected number of matches to
a consensus sequence of size n at random, the probability pn of a sequenceStructure 18,of size nmatching the consensus was calculated using the relative frequencies
of each amino acid. Introducing the approximation that overlapping
sequences of size n are independent, the expected number of matches in the
entire data set is given by pn
P
i
ðNi  n+ 1Þ, where the sum is performed over
all sequences i in the data set, Ni is the length of each sequence i, and Ni > n.
Standard deviations were calculated assuming a binomial distribution with
probability pn and sample size
P
i
ðNi  n+1Þ.
MD Simulations of TnaC-Exit Tunnel
An atomic model of the 70S ribosome complexed with TnaC, as well as ten
differentmodels for TnaC itself, were obtained from a 5.8 A˚ cryo-EMmap using
MDFF (Trabuco et al., 2008, 2009), as previously described (PDB 2WWL/
2WWQ; Seidelt et al., 2009). For each of the ten 70S$TnaC models,
a subsystem was defined by selecting all residues within 20 A˚ of TnaC. Each
system was then neutralized by adding diffusively bound Mg2+ ions (minimum
ion-solute distance of 5 A˚) using cionize, a GPU-accelerated program that iter-
atively places ions at electrostatic potential minima (Stone et al., 2007), and the
solvation shell of each Mg2+ ion was completed (Eargle et al., 2008; Trabuco
et al., 2009). Subsequently, DOWSER (Zhang and Hermans, 1996) was used
to place water molecules into internal cavities; the VMD plugin Dowser (Gum-
bart et al., 2009), which extends DOWSER to support systems containing
RNA, was used in this step. Each system was then placed in a water box using
the VMD plugin solvate, after which neutralization was completed by placing
an additional Na+ ion with the VMD plugin autoionize. The total size of each
of the ten systems was about 125,000 atoms.
MD simulations were conducted using NAMD 2.7 (Phillips et al., 2005) with
the CHARMM27 force field (MacKerell et al., 1998; Foloppe and MacKerell,
2000) and CMAP correction (MacKerell et al., 2004) and the TIP3P water
model. The equations of motion were integrated using a 2 fs time step, with
all interactions calculated every 2 fs, except for long-range electrostatic inter-
actions, which were calculated every 6 fs using the particle mesh Ewald
method with pencil decomposition. The particle mesh Ewald grid density
was never less than 1/A˚3, and periodic boundary conditions were applied.
Short-range, nonbonded interactions were calculated using a distance
cutoff of 8 A˚. Each system was equilibrated in the NpT ensemble (T = 300 K,
p = 1 atm) using the following protocol: water and ions were equilibrated for
420 ps, keeping the rest of the atoms restrained; side chains were then free
to move and equilibrated for 3 ns; all restraints on TnaC were subsequently
removed, but ribosome backbone restraints were kept, and each system
was equilibrated for 60 ns; finally, only ribosome backbone atoms farther
than 10 A˚ from TnaC were restrained and each system was equilibrated for
an additional 120 ns.
QM Calculations of Cation-p Interactions
For each frame from the MD simulation trajectories, the electrostatic interac-
tion energy between W12 (TnaC) and all nearby positively charged amino
acid residues from ribosomal proteins was calculated using the VMD plugin
NAMDEnergy with a 10 A˚ cutoff (see Figure S2A). Only fragments representing
the side chains were considered, namely, indole (tryptophan), ammonium
(lysine), and guanidinium (arginine) (Gallivan and Dougherty, 1999). For each
interaction pair, several frames corresponding to local energy minima were
manually chosen (Figure S2A), from which the interaction energies were
estimated using QM calculations.
QM energies for the selected MD geometries were calculated with the
Gaussian03 revision E.01 package (Frisch et al., 2003) using second-order
Møller-Plesset perturbation theory and a triple-z Pople basis set including
double diffuse functions and polarization functions added to d and p functions
(6-311++G(d,p)). Similar interaction energy values were obtained with the
GAMESS package (Schmidt et al., 1993). Estimates of the basis-set superpo-
sition error were determined using the counterpoise correction method
(Boys and Bernardi, 1970). Interaction energy values from the MD potential
were also calculated using NAMDEnergy for comparison purposes.
Clustering Analysis
Trajectory frames from the last 40 ns of each MD simulation were concate-
nated and the conformation of TnaC was analyzed using the GROMOS clus-
tering method (Daura et al., 1999; van der Spoel et al., 2005). Rmsds were
calculated using all heavy atoms of the protein backbone, with cutoffs chosen627–637, May 12, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 635
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Regulatory Nascent Chain Recognitionfrom the pairwise frame-frame rmsd distributions of each selected set of
atoms between clustering calculations.
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